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Two variants of electronic voting 

 Voting over the Internet

 Example:  Helios (used for IACR elections etc.)

https://vote.heliosvoting.org/

“Should we start using Helios for public-office elections? 

Maybe US President 2020?

No, you should not. Online elections are appropriate when one 

does not expect a large attempt at defrauding or coercing 

voters…If you’d like to use a truly verifiable voting system for 

your public-office election, we recommend an in-person 

election”
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Two variants of electronic voting 

 Voting in person at polling stations

 Examples: ThreeBallot,  Scantegrity, Pret-a-Voter

Scantegrity was used in the 2011 Takoma Park Municipal election 

http://scantegrity.org/
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Outline
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Informal Discussion

 Correctness

 Count total no. of marks for a candidate: 2x + (n-x) = x +n 

where x = no. of votes for a candidate and n = total no. of 

voters = (no. of single ballots on bulletin board)/3

 Properties

 Verifiability

 Voter checks single ballot receipt appears on bulletin board

 Privacy

 Single ballot receipt does not reveal who a voter voted for

 Coercion-Resistance

 Single ballot receipt does not reveal who a voter voted for
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Assumptions:

 Voting machine (scanner) is honest

 Bulletin board and voters may be dishonest

 Observer may have access to receipts of voters

 Challenge:

 Defining and computing 



ThreeBallot’s Privacy (Intuition)

 A voter’s receipt leaks information about which candidate 

(s)he voted for

 Idea: Observer O guesses that a voter V voted for candidate A

when view is v if 

Pr[O observes view v | V voted for A] > 

Pr[O observes view v | V voted for B] 
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Individual and Universal Verifiability
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Global Verifiability
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Three Ballot (Original) Three Ballot (Variant) 



ThreeBallot Variant

Receipt has marks for both candidates

 Ideal for privacy: receipt leaks no information about vote

 No coercion-resistance:  If coerced voter asked to submit

and he submits            ; deviation can be detected 

by counting ballots of type      in the bulletin board               
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